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Observations of Local Government

• It is getting more difficult for local government 

to make ends meet
• And it will become increasingly difficult

• Local governments have difficulty achieving a 

surplus operating result excluding capital 

items
• If a surplus, it will be in the 0% to 3% range

• Not much has to go wrong to have a deficit

• Many run operating deficits and these can be significant

• Depreciation (non cash item) per person or 

per ratepayer has a huge impact on the 

capacity of local governments to deliver an 

operating surplus



Observations of Local Government
• Ultimately it is depreciation plus your operating 

surplus that provides you with cash to undertake 

investments:

• Maintaining and replacing assets

• Upgrading assets

• New assets

• Repay debt

however only if you are running operating surpluses

• Elected officials somehow believe if we lobby 

Canberra or  George Street our problems will be 

addressed

• Ultimately all decisions we make as a local 

government have an impact on cash



More Effective Cash Flow Management

• Sound cash management saves money 

and reduces risk 

• Provides discipline for Council

• Determine a cash benchmark which 

determines your optimal level of cash

• Helps determine when you may need to 

borrow

• If you have temporary cash flow issues 

should consider a working capital facility

• Inexpensive and not permanent



More Effective Cash Flow Management

• Should forecast what your cash balance 

will be:

• Each week of the current month (weekly)

• Each month over the current year (monthly)

• Each year out for 10 years (annually but if 

there are significant changes it should be 

undertaken when those changes are 

announced)

• Cash balance should be compared 

against the cash benchmark



Where prime focus should be? 

• Biggest bang for your buck is better 

management of decisions that impact your 

cash position

• Procurement 

• Capital 

• Materials and services

• Contractors 

• Services and service levels

• Borrowings

• Revenue

• Employee costs



Asset Management Plans

• Need to be able to measure the impact of 

proposals to Council over the next 10 

years

• Capital Cost – generally local governments 

over-estimate growth and therefore the 

solution is greater than needed

• How will it impact on my profit through 

employee costs, maintenance and 

depreciation?

• How will it impact on my cash flows through 

initial Capex and maintenance and upgrades?

• Unlikely to be any revenue benefit



Asset Management Plans (continued)

• Asset management plans have a huge 

role to play – biggest deficiency in 

government

• We need them to be current  and integrate 

them into our decision making

• Need to be able to integrate them into our 

budgets and 10 year forecasts

• They are about more than getting a tick from 

our auditor

• Auditor-General says that there are 37% of 

asset management plans up to date



Borrowings

• Make sure you need them

• Anyone who has borrowed over the last 5 to 8 

years and has not applied the funds to investing in 

PP&E has paid a fortune

• My experience is that it is rare funds are 

needed when borrowed

• Councils borrow because they feel they may be 

refused in future

• Do not want to go through the future administrative 

hassle 
WDRC A B C D E F G H

Cash and Investments 90,145$    150,706$    53,524$   62,479$    252,287$    258,371$   46,381$ 112,524$    76,934$   

Debt 56,524$    165,162$    16,506$   -$          394,951$    257,169$   44,429$ 162,002$    70,059$   

Expenditure 143,506$  279,722$    99,140$   35,179$    363,366$    349,166$   58,189$ 185,857$    159,172$ 

4 Months' Cash Flow 47,835$    93,241$      33,047$   11,726$    121,122$    116,389$   19,396$ 61,952$      53,057$   

Excess Cash 42,310$    57,465$      37,018$   50,753$    131,165$    141,982$   26,985$ 50,572$      23,877$   



Borrowings (continued)

• Borrowings are costly 

• Cost WDRC $5.2 million to repay $40 million 

of debt we didn’t need 

• Carefully consider the term of the borrowing

• Generally we borrow for far too long



Procurement

Need greater discipline

• Ultimately the major role of local 

government or government for that matter 

is procurement

• This is a core competency

• Need to make sure we do it well

• Make sure you don’t over-engineer the 

solution

• Suppliers think we should pay more 

because we can afford to pay

• We must pay less because we are lower risk 

(ie we can pay)



Procurement (continued)

• Ensure contestability

• Know what represents value for money

• Engage the market early 

• Be ready to go out with your capital works 

program in June/July
• Contracting is cheaper in the first 5 months of the year

• Just because you have a preferred supplier 

arrangement does not mean you should not 

seek quotes
• Guess is you will achieve a 20% discount

• If you use Local Buy, seek quotes 

• Seek a competitive market down to $2,000 or 

$3,000



Procurement (continued)

• Support local suppliers

• Requires improved communication

• Early engagement

• Builds resilience and the regional economy



Services
• WDRC has

• 2 nursing homes

• HACC services

• 2 airports and 3 aerodromes

• Community Housing 

• Saleyards - profitable

• Gas Network – profitable but risky

• Truck Wash-down Facilities

• PCYCs

• Reviewing what we do with all of them

• cost and risky

• If you provide disability services

• NDIS will bring a new set of problems



Services (continued)

• Where you provide services that could be 

undertaken by the private sector

• Take care because you are disrupting a market

• And you may be impeding the optimal solution

• If you are considering new services

• Be honest about costs

• Look at impact on operating surpluses over the next 10 

years 

• Be willing to cut back on services

• Roads  

• Survival

• Necessary to get back to delivering core local 

government services efficiently and effectively 



Council itself

• Need to be more effective in giving advice

• It is tough because of the potential 

consequences of being honest

• Seek support from other councils or from 

decisions made by other councils

• Search them out

Decisions that are made today or in budgets 

have the capacity to impact a community for 

decades to come



Conclusion –CFO and Finance Role

• Statutory role

• Too much emphasis on financial reporting

• Trusted adviser

• Need to be a friend of business

• We are too remote

• Greater focus on management reporting

• Aid decision making

• Greater use of scenario analysis

• Disciplined at integrating decisions into our long term 

forecasts

• Needs to be more timely

• Far greater consideration needs to be given to 

sustainability, capacity to pay

• Need to move from an accounting culture to a 

finance culture


